Subject: Business Go Live in France - Connection to the European Hub production environment

Madam, sir,

France MVO is pleased to announce that France MVS is connected to the European Hub since:

Wednesday 5 September 2018

France MVO would like to thank all the stakeholders who contributed to the success of this implementation and in particular:

- Arvato, our IT service provider, who ensures the technical developments and accompanies us in the testing and qualification phases.
- The EMVO who manages all operations to coordinate developments between the European hub and the NMVS and who ensures the NMVS certification process.
- NMVOs from other European countries for sharing experiences and extremely constructive collaborative work.

From this date, the laboratories with validated access to the European Hub are able to send the data of serialized packs destined for the French market to the French database - via loading into the European Hub.

The end users (Wholesalers, Retail Pharmacies, Hospital Pharmacies) who have a software which integrates the serialization functionalities will be able to check and deactivate medicinal products placed on the French market with serial numbers.

In the event that this letter raises other questions, do not hesitate to contact us by sending an email to info@france-mvo.fr

All useful information is available and up-to-date on the websites of France MVO: www.france-mvo.fr and EMVO : https://emvo-medicines.eu/

We hope that you will have given this letter your full attention, and I wish you all the best.

Patrick Oscar
Délégué Général
France MVO